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Let's Learn to Knit - - With Combined Knitting and Fabric

Prepared by Mary F. Franklin, local volunteer 4-H leader; in cooperation with
Ruth E. Brasher, state 4-H Extension agent; and the Knitting Advisory Committee
made up of county Extension agents, local 4-H leaders, and older 4-H club members.
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Your Guide for the Project

S
This is the phase of the knitting project What articles you will make

that enables you to really use your creative-
ness. In this phase you will combine knitting You will make any garment of your own
with fabric and learn to draft your own pat- design or any garment made with a combina-
terns. You may combine the two if you wish, tion of knitting and fabric.
or do one this year and the other next year.

S

What you will learn

1. To combine knitting with a fabric.

2. To draft or chart a pattern for a knitted
garment.

3. To knit in a hem.

4. To shape shoulders by turning.

5. To make knitted trims.

6. To develop more poise.

7. To select accessories.

8. To take measurements.

9. To share skills, interests, and abilities
with others.

Exhibit
You may exhibit any garment or garments

made with a combination of knitting and
fabricsuch as a suit with knitted insert or
trim; or a knitted sweater, jacket, dress, etc.
with a fabric trim; or a garment that you
have knit from your own pattern draft or
chart. (Include the pattern with your
exhibit.)

Add to your 4-H record book
Records of many kinds are important in

our culture. Make your records meaningful.
Let them tell your 4-H story.

Keep your records up-to-date. If you
haven't filled out a standard report form as
yet, do so. They are very important when
applying for state awards.

Plan Your Project

You are now experienced enough to do
most of the actual construction at home. Club
meetings can be devoted to timely demon-
strations, constructive suggestions on choice
of clothing, helps on fitting and tailoring,
and plans for service and community ac-
tivities.

Since you will be designing and creating
in this project, it would be most worthwhile
for you to spend some time in your club meet-
ings studying the basic art principles. They
are important not only in clothing design and
selection, but in all phases of everyday living.
Study more about color harmonies and tex-

ture. Apply the principles you learn to the
selection of your accessories as well as the
garments you make.

Plan things you can do together as a club
to make your community a better place. You
will have interesting opportunities for serv-
ice and for personal satisfaction if you work
together for community betterment.

Some of you may want to help younger
club members by serving as junior leaders.
You have much to give and much to gain
through junior leadership. Remember that
younger 4-H members in your town may have
been inspired by your achievements.



A More Charming You
This year concentrate on improving your

poise and general appearance. Try to improve
the way you do little things, such as entering
a room or sitting in a chair. Make yourself
a more charming you!

You can find tips on poise and charm in
many popular magazines. Practice them.
Study people at every opportunity, especially
those with charm. Notice how they do little
things as well as the more noticeable ones.

Entering a room
When you enter a room, whether there

are two people or a large group present, don't
rush into the center of the room and then
have to stop and look around for a place to
sit. Pause at the doorway, locate the place
you want to sit, then approach the chair. This
habit will save you from the embarrassment
of confusion, and you will find that you will
be more relaxed from the moment you enter
a group.

Sitting prettily
You have found your chair and walked

over to it. Now don't spoil your nice entrance
by falling into the chair or looking around
and down at the chair as you drop into it.
The chair isn't going to run away! When you
arrive at the chair, turn with your back to
the chair, have one foot slightly in front of
the other. Your feet should be approximately
six inches apart for balance. Let the calf of
your back leg barely touch the chair so you
won't miss it. With your back straight,
slowly lower yourself into the chair by
letting your thighs do all the work of sup-
porting your weight.

I!

This is not only a graceful way to sit but
it is also an excellent exercise for your legs
as it firms, tones, and reduces thighs. If you
find yourself too close to the edge of the
chair, don't wiggle back into it. Lift your
body a few inches and push back into a
comfortable position.

When sitting, keep both feet on the floor.
Either place one foot a little in back of the
other or cross your ankles, but never sit with
your knees crossed. Place a chair in front of
a mirror and practice sitting. Try crossing
your legs and the mirror will show you how
others see you.

When rising from a chair, reverse the
above procedure. Keep your back straight
and let your legs do all the work.

Ru!es for pretty hands
Your hands are a clue to whether you are

nervous or relaxed. Practice keeping your
hands quiet and relaxed. Don't "flutter" or
over-use them when talking. When sitting,
keep your hands calm and quietly folded in
your lap. Try placing the thumb of one hand
in the palm of the other with your fingers
relaxed.

Gloves

Custom and etiquette call for gloves to
be worn for most social and business oc-
casions. Gloves are accessories; therefore,
they should accent your costume and not
be conspicuous. Gloves that contrast sharply
with the costume, especially white ones, tend
to call attention to your hands and increase
their apparent size. They will also accent
the hipline and give the illusion of extra
breadth. For best results, plan to have gloves
harmonize in color with the color of your
costume.

Remember, gloves are to be worn, not just
carried for effect. If you must carry them,
or when you remove them, fold the thumbs
in and place the two gloves with palms to-
gether and fingers straight. Hold them in



your hand lightly with fingers pointing in
the same direction as your fingers. Never
squeeze them in your hand like a bunch of
flowers with the fingers draped over your
hand, or carry them by the fingers.

Handbags
When buying a handbag, choose a style

which compliments your figure. If you are
tall and slim, avoid tall, slim bags. If you
are short and of sturdy build, avoid barrel or
box shaped bags.

Since your handbag becomes a part of your
total costume, look at yourself in a full-length
mirror, holding the bag as you will carry it.
Note its proportion, shape, color, and texture.
If it adds a smart touch to your appearance
and is functional, it is a good buy.

Tips on carrying a handbag

If your handbag has a handle, carry it on
your arm with the handle at the fold of your
elbow. Keep your arm close to your side.

When carrying a clutch bag, hold it with
your hand over the top of the bag with your
fingers on the outside. Hold it at an angle
close to your waist or down close to your
hip.

Never carry a clutch bag up at shoulder
level or tucked under your arm.

Hats

Hats can add to or detract from your ap-
pearance. Hats can be youthful or aging.
They can be a part of your total "picture" or
they can be all that others see. Since hats do
influence your appearance, you will find it re-
warding to use care in their selection.
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Select a hat which is complimentary to the
shape of your face and the style of your hair.
Select a hat which is in keeping with your
size and one which expresses your person-
ality. Hats should be suitable for the occa-
sions for which they will be worn.

When shopping for a hat, you should wear
the costume with which you plan to wear the
hat. You should look in a full length mirror
and study the effect from all sides.

Shoes

Do you know how many steps you take
each day? The average person has on shoes
about 16 hours out of every 24. It is mi-

portant, therefore, that shoes not only be
"fashion" right, but also that they be right
for your feet. Have a well-trained, experi-
enced shoe clerk or a doctor visit with you
about properly fit shoes.

There are many good shoe manufacturers.
They are concerned about your feet as well
as about fashion.

Shoes for school, street, or travel should
be tailored and of a sturdy material. Shoes
for church, parties, or dances may be more
dressy.

Think about where you are going when
you put on your shoes. A "glass slipper"
looks just as much out of place at school
or on the street as "sneakers" do at the junior
prom.

Since most of us have to economize now
and then, be sure when it comes to your shoes
that you economize on those glamorous shoes
that will only be worn for very special oc-
cassions.

Hosiery

Sometimes very little thought is given to
the selection of hosiery. There are many
things which should be consideredfit, com-
fort, serviceability, and appearanceinclud-
ing color.

Hosiery, because of their sheerness, give
only a subtle suggestion of colorbut this
must be considered in blending the colors of
your costume and shoes. Hosiery are available
in many colors and shades from grays to
beige. Study the colors available and those in
your wardrobe as you plan your hosiery
purchases.



How to Take Measurements
Whether you are planning to knit a

sweater from a pattern or draft your own
pattern, your measurements are very impor-
tant. The standard measurements given here
are the ones used by most printed patterns.
Standard measurements may not necessarily
apply to your figure. You may have the
bust measurement for one size, but your
waist or hips may differ considerably from
those in that same size.

So that your garment will fit properly,
you must take your measurements carefully
and plan your work to coincide with them.

Bust measurement (women). Measure
around the fullest part of bust, holding tape
measure up slightly in back.

Chest measurement (men). The chest
measurement is taken around the fullest part
of chest, with chest expanded.

Waist. Draw tape around the natural
waistline.

Hip. Measure around the fullest part of
hipabout 7 inches below waistline.

Back bodice length. Measure from nape of
neck (sometimes called "dowager's hump")
to center of exact waistline.

Back. Measure across back about 4 inches
below neck.

Arm girth. Measure armabout 1 inch
below armpit.

Underarm length. Measure about 1 inch
from pit of arm straight down inside of arm
to wrist bone. (This is for long sleeve.) Other
desired lengths should be measured accord-
ingly.

Standard Body Measurements

Under-
Waist Arm arm

Size Bust Waist Hip length Back girth length

10 31" 24" 33" 15" 12" 11" 17-"

12 32 25 34 16 13 12 18

Misses' sizes 14 34 26 36 16 13 12 18

16 36 28 38 16 14 13 18

18 38 30 40 16 15 13 18-i

20 40 32 42 17 15 14 18

Size Chest Neck Waist

32 32 i3 28

34 34 14 30

36 36 14 32

Men's sweaters 38 38 15 34

40 40 l5 36

42 42 16 38

44 44 16 40
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Pattern Drafting

In all phases of the knitting project it has
been pointed out that the most important
thing to consider when you are planning to
knit any garment is your gauge. In drafting
a pattern, your gauge is the very foundation
of the entire garment.

When you have decided on the yarn and
size of needles you are going to use, make
a swatch to check your guage, using the yarn
and needles you are going to use in knitting
the garment.

When making your swatch, be sure you
use the stitch which is to be used in the main
part of the garment. All pattern stitches can
differ in gauge. If you are using a combina-
tion of stitches, such as stockinette stitch
with a cable design, take both gauges and then
consider this in your planning.

When checking your gauge, be sure to
use the same color of yarn you are going to
use to make your garment. Another color of
the same type of yarn may work up in a dif-
ferent gauge, as the dye used can cause a de-
cided change in the thickness of the yarn.

For your first pattern draft, it will be
easier if you plan a very simple sweater
or jacket without too much shaping or pat-
tern detail.

You must add some stitches for body
movement. This addition is usually referred
to as "ease." Four inches is the amount of
ease usually allowed at the bustline.

When you have
and worked out the
plan your garment.

Planning a Sweater

In planning a man's sweater, the chest
measurement is divided in half. Multiply the
number of inches by the number of stitches
per inch in the gauge and cast on that
number of stitches for either back or front
of sweater. For a woman's sweater, the front
should have more stitches than the back. For
a 36-inch bust, the front measurement is
usually 20 inches and the back 16 inches. For
example, if your stitch gauge is 6 sts = 1
inch and the bust measurement is 36 inches,
to find the number of sts to cast on for the
front-20 x 6 = 120 sts to be cast on for front
of an unfitted jacket or sweater (60 sts for
each front section if it is a cardigan).

If you plan to have ribbing on the bottom,
the ribbing is usually worked on needles two
sizes smaller to insure enough elasticity.

In planning a fitted sweater, you would
start with the waist measurement, dividing
the number of inches to correspond with the
bust meastirement, and do your shaping by

taken the measurements
gauge, you are ready to

evenly spaced increases up to the bust
measurement.

As the decreases and increases are made
evenly on both sides, the number of sts is
divided in half to find the number of de-
creases or increases required on each side.

Armhole shaping is done by decreasing
from the bust measurement to the shoulder
measurement. Always allow 1 inch on each
section (front and back) for armpit. There-
fore, if your gauge is 6 sts 1 inch, you
would bind off 6 sts at each armhole edge
once and then dec 1 st every other row until
required number of decreases have been
made to reach shoulder width. Work even
until you have the desired length from arm-
pit to shoulder, allowing inch for shaping
shoulder.

In a simple sweater, the sts required for
shoulder from armhole to armhole (across)
are divided by 3, leaving number of sts for
each shoulder and for the back of the neck.
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N--1
28 sts. 28 sts. 28 sts

84 sts.

The sts for each shoulder are again
divided by 3 and the sts bound off in thirds
for a slightly shaped shoulder. (it makes
a much neater shoulder if you shape the
shoulder by turning instead of binding off.)

The front neck shaping takes a little more
calculating than the back. Examples are
given here for a round neck and a V
neck, both using a gauge of 6 sts = 1 inch.
For an open sweater or cardigan, you would
follow the same principles, and either add the
number of sts to each side for the button
band or edge or add a band to each side after
the garment is completed.

Round neck

Neck shaping for a round neck is usually
started when the armhole is 2 inches less
than the desired length to shoulder. (When
center sts have been bound off, attach another
ball of yarn and work both sides at once.) If
you have bound off 14 sts in center, the 14
remaining neck sts, divided by 2, leave 7
sts to be gradually decreased from each side.

28 sts 28 st
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After decreases are completed, work even
on the 28 shoulder sts until desired length
to shoulder, then shape shoulder by binding
off 9 sts at beginning of next 2 rows; then
bind off the remaining 10 sts at beginning of
next row.

V.neck shaping

The shaping of a V neck sweater is
usually started about 1 inch above armpit.
Start shaping by dividing the number of sts
in half and place half of sts on a holder and
work one side, or attach another ball of yarn
and work both sides at once. Calculate the
number of rows to be knit from point of V
to shoulder. Divide this number by number
of decreases for each side of V to determine
on what row decs at neck edge are to be made.
Example: 28 sts for neck divided by 2 14
decreases for each side of neckline. 60 rows
from point of V to shoulder divided by 14 =
3 6/7 rows. In other words, dec 1 St at neck
edge every 3rd row 14 times.

28 sts 28 sts

rfl I
sts

j - \k. bound

off

42 sts 42 sts I

108 sts

When decreasing has been completed,
work even on the 28 sts until desired length
to shoulder. Shape shoulder same as for
round neck.

Sleeves

The necessary measurements for a long
sleeve are the arm girth, underarm length,
and wrist. The shaping is done by increasing
in the same manner as the body of the
sweater.

As the width of the hand is larger than
wrist measurement, add 1 inch for necessary
stretch. Rib cuff sts on a smaller needle for
elasticity.



Cap of sleeve I to 1- inches more in circumference than the
Shape the cap of sleeve to fit the armhole armhole of sweater, allowing 2 inches to be

of sweater. The sleeve cap should measure bound off at top for completion of cap.

a x 6 = 2 sts
Start cap shaping when the desired length

to underarm has been reached. Bind off at
each end the same number of sts bound off

bound

for armpits of sweater. Shape cap by evenly
spaced decreases on each side.

6 sts 6 sts For example: 72 sts-12 sts (6 on each
72sts - l2sts =

4 bound side) 60 sts remaining; 60 sts 12 sts to be
off

60 sts sts to be eliminated from cap. Forty-eight sts
divided by 2 = 24 decreases each side of cap.
Five inches (length of cap) x 10 rows (gauge

- is 10 rows 1 inch) = 50 rows. Therefore, to
72 sts

off bound off at top of cap for completion==48

shape cap, bind off 6 sts beg of next 2 rows
or once at each side and continue to dec 1 st

- - at beginning and end of every 2nd row until
12 sts remain. Bind off these 12 sts.

With this as a foundation, almost any
type of sleeve may be designed.

Trims and Tricks

Knitted bias binding
A bias binding makes a nice tailored finish

for the front edge, neck, and bottom of a
plain sweater or jacket. To make a bias bind-
ing: Cast on 2 sts. Work in stockinette stitch,
increasing 1 st at the beginning of every knit
row until total number of sts measures ii
inches or desired width. Then on each knit
row, increase 1 st at beginning of row and
decrease 1 st at end of row. Purl all sts on
return row. Continue in this manner until
trim is desired length, keeping in mind that
a bias piece will stretch considerably more
than a straight edge. To end, dec 1 st at end
of every knit row until 2 sts remain. Bind
off. Block strip and attach to edge of garment
as you would any bias binding when dress-
making.

Shaping shoulders by turning
By turning instead of binding off to

shape shoulders, a neat diagonal line is
formed, which can then be bound off in one
line, and front and back sections may be
grafted together (page 9, Phase 4). Or, when
the shoulder shaping has been completed, the
back and front shoulder sts may be woven

/

together with the Kitchener st (page 8,
Phase 5). The directions given here are for
a shoulder of 28 sts with a turn made every
7th St (3 turns). A turn may be made after
any number of sts, depending on the slant
desired.

To shape eft back or right front shoulder
Follow the directions for armhole shaping

until you reach the shoulder shaping row.
1st turn row: On the right or knit side

of work, knit across to last 7 sts (21 sts K),
bring yarn forward as if to purl, slip next St
(which is the 7th st from end of left needle)
and pass the yarn around and to the back of
work again (Fig. 1).

Figure 1



Return the slipped st to the left needle
(make sure st is not twisted). Turn work and
purl back across row.

2nd turn row: K 14, bring yarn to front
of work as if to purl, slip next st and pass
yarn around to back of work again. Return
slipped st to left needle, turn and purl back
across row.

3rd turn row: K 7, bring yarn to front of
work, slip next st, and pass yarn to back of
work. Return slipped st to left needle, turn
and purl back across row. (Three turns com-
pleted.) Bind off all 28 sts or place them on
a stitch holder if shoulders are to be woven
together with Kitchener stitch.

To shape right back or left front shoulder
Shape by working on wrong or purl side

of work.

1st turn row: Purl across to 7th st from
end (21 sts purled), slip next st, pass yarn
around slipped st to knit side of work (Fig.
2), and return slipped st to left needle. Turn
work and K back across row.

Figure 2

2nd turn row: P 14 sts, slip next st, put
yarn around slipped st to knit or front of
work. Return slipped st to left needle, turn
and K back across.

3rd turn row: P 7 sts, slip next st, wrap
yarn around slipped st to front of work and
return slipped st to left needle. Turn and K
back across row. Bind off all 28 sts.

Knitted-in hem
This hem is sometimes called a "picot

hem" or hem with "treasure teeth." As the
turn row is knitted with eyelets, it gives a
dainty, decorative finish to any garment. It
is especially nice for the bottom hem or cuffs
of a plain jacket or sweater.

Figure 3

To make hem: Cast on the required num-
ber of sts, using the "knit on" or single
thread method of casting on (page 5, Phase
3). Work to the desired depth of hem (end-
ing with a purl row), knit a row of eyelets
for the turn row; K 1, * y o (yarn over), K 2
tog. Repeat from * across row, ending with
K 1 (always knit the 1st and last st of row).
On the next and purl row, purl the yarn over
as ordinary sts. Work the same number of
rows as before turn row, again ending with a
purl row. With another needle, pick up the
loose sts on the cast-on edge (the number
should equal those on other needle). Fold up
on turn row, with wrong sides tog, bring
both needles together and with 3rd needle,
knit the two together (Fig. 3), taking one
St from front needle and one from back
needle, and knitting them both off as one
stitch (Fig. 4).

This will form a hem with a picot edge.

Figure 4

Knitted inserts
Knitted inserts may be made by making

strips in any desired length and width, using
a single pattern stitch or a combination of
stitches to form a design, such as seed stitch,
cable stitch with a couple of purl sts on each
side to complete the strip, or a fancy design
such as sprays of leaves, etc. These strips
can be used as trim for a knitted or fabric
garment or used as inserts in a fabric gar-
ment. If a garment is not to be lined, it would
be wise to face the inserts to prevent them
from stretching.



Combining Knitting With Fabric

Suits, dresses, skirts and sweaters, jackets,
etc. made with a combination of fabric and
knitting are becoming more popular each
year. This is where you can really use your
imagination and ingenuity. You can use
matching or contrasting yarn and fabric.
There is no limit to the combinations of yarn
and fabric that can be used. You can com-
bine wool yarn with wool flannel, mohair
with linen, wool with silk, thin with thick,
old with new, and any other combinations
you may think of.

There are very few patterns made especi-
ally for combining knitting with fabric, but
almost any knit pattern can be adapted. The
easiest approach is to pick a sweater pattern
with straight lines, with bands knitted on
separately, and just omit the bands, neck
ribbing, bottom ribbing, cuffs, and collars,
wherever fabric is to be substituted. When
using a bias roll binding, it is better to have
knitting inside the band for a nice thick roll;
but for a flat band, it is best to stitch the
material to the edge of the knit, If the band
is of light weight material, it can be self-
faced; but if it is heavy, it is best to face it
with taffeta or some other lining fabric, es-
pecially if the band laps for buttons.

One of the big problems is finding yarn and
fabric that match, When shopprig for your
materials, be sure to take the yarn and fabric
to the daylight before buying. Often colors
that seem to match or blend under artificial
light will not be the same in daylight. Of
course, you can use contrasting colors in-
stead of matched ones and this makes it easy
to choose your materials. There are also kits
available that include yarn and fabric for
a skirt or dress. There is usually enough of
the skirt material to use the leftovers for
trimming a sweater or jacket.

Construction Tips

Always check the grainline of your fabric.
The grainline in large measure determines
how well your garment will fit and hang.

Have a trial layout before pinning your
pattern on your fabric. This will help you
avoid mistakes. It will give you an oppor-
tunity to make certain you have enough ma-
terial, to be certain all pieces are included,
and to check the placing of pattern pieces if

your fabric has a definite up and down or a
one-way design.

Take care when cutting out your garment.
The pattern for a dress is like a blueprint
for a building. Problems result if the pieces
do not fit together properly. They will fit
properly only if they are cut out accurately.

All markings should be made clearly and
exactly. Select the kind of markings you use
with care. Thread tailor tacks take longer to
make than tracing paper markings, but they
are easily removed.

Stay-stitching on neckline, shoulder line,
waistline, and other bias edges prevents
stretching in fitting and handling of the gar-
ment. It isn't just "wasted" time. It helps to
create a professional look in your completed
garment.

Press as you sew. Pressing at each step in
construction is another must if your garment
is to have a professional look. Pressing not
only keeps your fabric smooth, but it shapes
the fabric.

If you are working without a pattern, it
will be wise to cut any difficult pieces from
muslin and baste them in place to check for
fit before cutting into your material. [f your
material is expensive or scarce, this step can
avoid tragedy.

Don't forget to try buttons covered with
fabric or yarn.

When using knitted inserts in a knitted
garment, if the garment is to be unlined, it
might be wise to back the knitted insert with
net or some such material to prevent it from
stretching.

If linings are desired, cut around blocked
pieces before assembling, allowing 1 inch all
around. Fold back in half and lay fold on
fold of lining material, then move top edge
(back of neck) in 1 inch from edge, tapering
to edge at bottom. This allows for pleat at
back of neck. Sew seams of lining by machine,
then slip stitch edges to sweater or cover
with band facings where indicated. Make a
French tack at armhole, sleeve seam, and side
seam to prevent sagging.

Warning: Never stitch the lining of a
knitted garment firmly at the side seams as
the lining must not control the knit garment.



Suggested Garments

Combining Knitting and Fabrics

1. Straight classic cardigan with raglan
sleeve. Front bands, yoke, and skirt of fabric.
Front bands and yoke top stitched by
machine and faced with taffeta if fabric is
heavy. Buttons covered with fabric.

2. Soft wool fabric suit with knitted in-
serts. Jacket lined.

3. Knitted cardigan with tweed yoke,
cuffs, and bottom band to match skirt.
Sweater knitted with a self-faced band on
front edgeK 5, slip 1 (for turn back), K to
end of row, purl straight across return row.
Buttonholes may be knitted in or worked by
machine later. Yarn buttons.

4. Mohair raglan sleeve jacket with bias
bands of fabric to match sheath. Sleeves may
be ribbed at cuff or finished with bias band of
fabric. Bands are mitered at corners, and set
back over knit to make rolled effect.

5. Wool jacket with knitted collar, sleeves,
and pocket tabs. Collar, cuffs, and pocket
tabs worked in K 2, P 2 ribbing. Sleeves
worked in K 2, P 2, K 3, P 2 ribbing. Size
5 needles used for cuffs. Size 8 needles used
for sleeves, collar, and pocket tabs. Jacket
may be plain or plaid.

The same idea can be used for a man's
jacket, using a knitted band around the neck
and down front edge of a V-neck jacket.

2 3 4 5
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Complete Your Record Book
Have you entered the work you have com-

pleted in your record book? Your record can
tell an interesting story of your 4-H club
experienceif you keep it up-to-date.

Does your record show that you have
helped others? Have you shared your in-

ExhibH

terests and skills with members of your club
and others? Have you made your community
a better place in which to live by community
service projects?

What kind of a story does your record
book tell?

Show Others What You Have Learned

Exhibiting your project is an opportunity.
The creativity you have shown in designing
your articles this year can stimulate others.
You can develop new ideas from seeing what
others have done. Be sure all of your articles
are clean and properly pressed before you
exhibit them.

Demonsfrafkns

j Show the techniques in designing and
drafting you have learned this year by giving
demonstrationsnot only in your club, but
for other groups and in contests.

Here are a few suggestions:

How to chart a pattern

How to knit in a hem

How to shape a shoulder by turning

How to select color for designing

How to apply the basic art principle
to designing

How to make knitted trims

How to select accessories

How to select and wear gloves

How to walk and sit

What Next?
You have learned many skills in your 4-H

knitting projects. You may want to take this
project or one of the others again.

Plan to share with others, not only by
making things for them, but by teaching
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them to knit. Knitting is fun as well as use-
ful. It provides an opportunity to be creative
in leisure time or to earn money.

Whatever your plans for the future, keep
knitting and keep enjoying it.



CHECK YOUR KMTTING
Well Could
clone improve Suggestions

GENERAL APPEARANCE
Clean and neat

Properly blocked
Buttons--second in interest

proper size for garment

Pattern uniform
Garment size

Color combination

Selectionyarn suitable for garmcnt
and size of needles

style suitable for age /pur-
pose

WORKMANSHIP-KN'TTING SKULS
Cast-on stitches
Bound-off stitches

Gauge (correct no.st./in.)
Tension (uniform)
Stitchesnot twisted

not split
not dropped

Yarn endsjoined inconspicuously
woven in inconspicuously

Ribbing

Button holes or eyeletsevenly spaced,
properly placed
properly finished
proper size for button and sweater

Buttonsattachment (secure)
yarn buttons well made

Seam finishessmcoth and neat
flexible

Crocheted edgessmooth and reat
flat

Hand stitching
Machine stitching
Neck finishing or collar

S leevesarmscye
Pockets
Carried yarns
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THE 4-H CLUB PLEDGE

I pledge

my HEAD to clearer thinkng

my HEART to greater loyalty

my HANDS to larger servke

my HEALTH to better living

for my club, my communty, and my country. e
THE 4-H CLUB MOTTO

To make the best better.
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